
 
 

A PUBLIC JOURNALISM CERTIFICATE COURSE CURRICULUM  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Skills building and training opportunities are sadly lacking in local areas where community journalists practice 
their craft.  At best, the training that these journalists get come from hoary newsroom adage and from trial and 
error, contributing to the large scale “dumbing” of the news. 
 
On the other hand, the few reporters, editors, broadcasters and news anchors who have gone to journalism 
school or who have had a modicum of tertiary education, often have so little time to do some mentoring for 
entry level reporters.  The result is predictable: ranks of ill-trained, ill-prepared and unprofessional journalists 
covering the news unable to comprehend even the basic news process, how much more the ethics of the craft. 
 
This is even more telling in the community press where anyone with some money can put up a paper and a 
politician or businessman wanting to shore up his interests can put up a radio station.  This is done without so 
much as a second thought about grabbing anyone who can talk before the microphone or write a line or two to 
staff their news outfits. 
 
To address this gap, it is both timely and critical to integrate a Certificate Course on Public Journalism in the 
communications or journalism curricula of schools and universities initially in areas where CCJD has ongoing 
public journalism partnerships with media groups or journalists.  It can be offered as a fellowship with modest 
counterpart contributions from successful applicants.  A set of application criteria can be drawn up by the 
CCJD and the partner academic institution.  
 
Working journalists can attend the 52-hour certificate course leading to recognition for other courses that the 
fellow may wish to further pursue.  
 

OBJECTIVES 

 
The project to develop and produce a public journalism certificate course curriculum aims to: 
 

1. Conceptualize and develop a course curriculum on public journalism leading to certification and unit 
crediting 

 
2. Assist the CCJD in pilot testing the course in an area to be identified by CCJD 

 
3. Help and assist the CCJD identify and develop a pool of trainers/faculty to run the course in 

partnership with the identified academic institution/s 
 
 
 


